
Thinking like that also helps on the
gig. A lot of times on a record date the
leader will say, “ Carl, I don’ t have any
drum music, but this is what I’ m hear-
ing: I want Philly Joe’ s left hand with
DeJohnette’ s ride cymbal.”  And I can do
that because I’ ve spent time exploring
how these guys approach the instrument.
MD: That sounds like a great practice
challenge.
Carl: Yeah. I like to play “ what if”
games. Sometimes I ask myself, What if I
put Philly Joe’ s ride cymbal over Billy
Higgins’  left hand? If you’ ve studied
these guys, you’ ll understand the differ-
ences in the shape of their ride patterns
and how they phrase their comping. For
instance, Philly Joe plays off the triplet,
while someone like Higgins is more
angular. So you can experiment by
putting the two together to see what
happens. It’ s this process of discovery
that helps to clarify your vision. 
MD: In order to be able to mix up drum-
mers’  concepts like that, you have to
spend a lot of time studying their play-
ing.
Carl: But the beauty of it is that it forces
you to discover things for yourself. And if
you focus on the guys that you feel a
personal connection to, it’ ll take you
places that you never imagined. 

There was a period early on with
Freddie where he would tell me, “ Carl,
you’ ve got to learn to play with more
intensity.”  So I played louder. But he
said, “ I didn’ t ask you to play loud, I
said play with more intensity.”  When
you’ re young, you think that intensity is
about playing loud, making faces, and
getting sweaty. That has nothing to do
with it. 

So Freddie had me listen to three dif-
ferent drummers at a time in order for
me to figure out what he was looking for.
Then a couple months later he said,
“ Okay, it’ s getting close. Now check out
these guys.”  This went on for about
eight months before I f inally said,
“ Freddie, just tell me what I need to do
and I’ ll just do it.”  He snapped back, “ If
I have to tell you how to do it, I’ ll find
another drummer.”

At first, I took that personally. But that
was one of the best things that could
have happened to me, because it sent
me on a journey. A lot people just want
the final answer. But, if you’ re told
exactly how to do something, you won’ t
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BLACK PANTHER KUNG FU STAINLESS STEEL 14 x 5.5
black plated stainless steel shell, etched with graphics representing the arsenal of 
Kung Fu weaponry: spear, hammer, wand, knife, sword and bow... includes special 
edition drum head and heavy duty padded carrying case.

[BPST455KFU]
SPECIFICATIONS: 1.1mm shell thickness « 2.3mm 
Chrome Powerhoops « fully adjustable throwoff and 
butt plate « 20 strand snappy snare

“I’ve played Black Panther snares for nearly a decade. There’s no more  
 versatile snare anywhere at any price.”
Gregg Bissonette «
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